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Offre de l'électronique pour Windows, Mac, Android, iPhone, iPad et PC. Participer à plus de 800
millions de transactions par jour, Nuvocation est une filiale de Tandem Group USA, LLC. As part of
our ongoing.The present invention relates to a charging circuit for charging a secondary battery
from a power supply, and relates to a battery charger for charging a secondary battery, and, more
specifically, the present invention relates to a DC/DC converting charging circuit having a higher
power converting efficiency, and the battery charger having the circuit. 2. Description of the Related
Art It is required that the charging circuit operates the apparatus efficiently, and ensures safety in
operation even under abnormal conditions. As an example of charging an alternative current battery,
a battery charger for converting a commercial alternating current source to a direct current source
is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,602,937. The circuitry in the patent enables a conversion between
direct and alternating current sources of a level as defined by the National Electric Code (NEC) and
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). In general, a battery is charged with a
commercial power supply which varies in frequency or voltage. However, when charging a
secondary battery using a commercial power supply of a fixed voltage, the efficiency may be
reduced. This is because the voltage of the commercial power supply needs to be increased to meet
the total charging current, or the current has to be reduced to meet the charging time. When
charging a secondary battery, the charging voltage needs to be controlled to prevent over-charge or
over-discharge. However, when charging a secondary battery with a constant voltage from a
commercial power supply, the charging power source has to be turned on and off periodically.
Further, when the commercial power supply is cut off, the current to the battery continues to flow to
increase the over-discharge and the corrosion of the battery. When the commercial power supply
has a poor voltage and short-circuit, an oscillation will occur. If the commercial power supply
includes a large capacity, then a large current will flow through the charging circuit. Further, the
large current will heat a portion of the circuit. This heating will generate a thermal energy, and can
cause malfunction of the circuit
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